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Truth is, there is no truth anymore in Zuckerland. When I was growing up I remember how much I enjoyed playing outside alone with all my dolls and dressing them in any colour outfit I liked. I remember having all these little secrets that I would keep locked away from anyone, oh and did I mention that my favourite thing to do which I miss the most was to play online games and research many wonderful creations on the internet. The fact that my own children do not know anything of my history, my once idols of fame or even all the many wonders which came with the new millennium. Do not get me wrong I am more than happy with my life I live, look I am here standing “free” in ‘Truest Blue’ with my fellow friends... I must not lie however this may be amazing for all of us, but it is straight out ZU*K! Everyday I awake to the sound of Zuckerberg on our everyday daily sharing hour. I keep thinking will I, Christina (last name just vanished when Zuckerberg came into reign) make a difference, readers the few in numbers here it is. The unknown, unspoken and inescribable magazine that for the first time ever someone has fooled the assembly line and allowed Zuckerberg to believe that my writing is merely in jest. The jokes however are all subliminal, like all the humour now a days. “Lite White” and 'Basic Blue' this is your time, your time to become the

Truest Blue member that you dream about everyday and what will you make of your chance. I am one of the few who has experienced being in a reality as well as this unexplainable utopia of shallowness and lack of morals. Curious readers, how many of you are happy with your shirts depicting your identity, yes I have the opportunity to show what’s on my mind in my clothing so do you too want to know how it feels to Be able to stand strong in Truest Blue. Let me tell you, stop count yourselves lucky that you are not having to live as if you are next in line to become Zuckerberg’s primary assembly workers. Yes, perhaps we have a larger income than the lower classes, but yet that is to Zuckerberg’s wrong doings. I sympathize greatly with you, Yet envy you immensely there in not one day which goes by that I do not regret becoming Truest Blue. As I stumbled across a story on our beloved facebook I was ashamed to see our world had become so plain and controlled by a man which we have never even laid eyes on,

Zuckerberg you are my idol, thank you for the truest blue title, you are the greatest leader and friend of all times.
how can one say such a thing about a person who does nothing other than pull our strings and place us in categories based upon our wealth, stature and Zuckerberg’s own preference. I promised myself that I would never get carried away with all the fake love. Here I am creating an underground, uncontrollable magazine that all of us “equal” will be reading. Read away, thrive on the truth that we as a land are controlled to make our every move. Ponder the words and seek all the knowledge from the images because there is no one other than yourself who is able to change your mind or make you become a person you are not. In my final words which I have told of both ways and which is your place in life, who are you going to be. Choose now or else you’ll be the puppet soon enough. The payments of my magazine perhaps will come across to help fellow truest blue for the power and allow all classes to express who they are by personality not our usual profiling life. STAND UP!
Are you tired of having to wear your desired colours!? We are chained to wearing only our colours, why must we be separated and left out of activities because we are basic blues or lite whites? What has become of us? If you are a truest blue, I have one question for you!? Do you ever get tired of that light blue colour you have to wear? Well now introducing “costumed class shirts” put a little bit of white in your navy blue or dark in you light.

True Hue

BUY THE NEW AND IMPROVED TRUE HUE!
IT'S SO GOOD IT WILL TAKE ALL YOUR STRESS AND WORRIES AWAY!
FEEL ISOLATED FOR HOURS AT A TIME WITHOUT ANYTHING BUT A SMALL DOSAGE.
(APPROVED BY THE ZUCKER HIMSELF)
EXPLOITING THE ESTABLISHMENT

Geraldine

Have we gone too far? Has our private thoughts been commandeered by Zuckerberg last week I got a raise, it was my birthday and I tripped in front of my boss, and all of that info had to be updated on my mandatory share shirt. To top it all of for once It was a beautiful day outside, but no one cared because everyone is on their computers almost 24/7 and I wanted to have an old fashioned face to face visit (not that I even know how to do that anymore) but yet I had to update my status almost up to an amount of 32 times during the day! (nano times) we may be happy but the fact that our happiness is so plastic, determined by the type of “smiley face” we put at the end of status is ridiculous! Our world is so much different than what our elders have described, yes they were exposed to Facebook, and some even saw the beginning of the wonderful creation. But what have we suffered in the making of this empire!? Our lives are so public nowadays that we wouldn’t know the difference of something that is intimate and personal in comparison to an everyday occurrence. The other day I updated my status “high on some true blue, man I’m feeling it” something that our grandparents would never think of saying, yet true blue is something that is part of our everyday life. Everyday I receive an email from somebody about how their account was hacked, how a friend tagged them in the photo and they want a way to avoid it, as well as a number of other complications related to their privacy on Facebook. Over the weekend one individual contacted me to let me know that he would be removing me as a friend from Facebook because he was “going to make a shift with my Facebook use – going to just mostly family stuff.” Even though we are all active on Facebook, I wouldn’t consider calling myself “a social butterfly” I am exactly the opposite. I have no communication skills and lack to desire to connect with people. Fight back Blues, whites all and one we can do this, for us!
Tell us your story of how you came to be in your Zuckin group. The most bizarre story will win you a Free SHARE t-shirt and with a new and improved feature, now design your own t-shirt!

CALL Toll Free! Now.
1-800-ZUCK

Call Now and you'll receive a free collar.

Have you been poked, yet?
facebook
(Add me as a friend!)

* Limited offer only after shipping
* Fashion Page 5 and beyond
Basic Blue Outerwear

HCO TEE = Below the Blue
$14 credits
- Facebook.com/belothetheblue

Jeans = Taboojo
$9 credits
- Facebook.com/taboojo

Metal Collar - Russ 'N Shine
$17 credits
- Facebook.com/russnshine

White vs. Blue!

White Accessories

"White pops against all the navy blue I have to wear—it adds a cool, mod feel."

Deanna, 16

You need to choose now! Who will you wear?
Truest Blue Outerwear
Shoes = Marky Stocks
-18 Credits
- Facebook.com/markystocks
Jeans = M-Store
-27 Credits
- Facebook.com/M-Store
T-Shirt = The Secret Store
48 Credits
No Facebook Site Available*
@Select Secret Stores.

Look CUTE at School!
OPEN HERE

*Secret stores may be open for a limited time. Buy at your own risk!